
was that people brought their dogs
along for a run and what nice dogs
they were. Syncophatic bastard.
Obviously the pub doesn’t do much
business.

In the corner of the car park
raised voices as the GM, through
the medium of his mobile, tried to
convince the love of his life that
he was were he should be not where
she thought he should be. In due
course, the GMobile arrived and,
with a screech of burning rubber, a
crash of gears and a flounce of the
rear end, did a circuit of the car
park and drove off again.

Now if you’ve got this far and
are thinking never mind all this
crap, what about the run, bear in
mind that us scribes, in common
with lawyers and authors, are paid
by volume- there’s a joke there
somewhere - and we are obliged to
fill up a page. A description of this
run certainly wouldn’t, even in the
hands of Dickens or Tolstoy.
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On the precept that SH3 runs
commemorate some great event in
British history, such as Agincourt,
something must have happened on
this date in the past. Just how that
event relates to the happenings of
Sunday is unclear but Run 1418 it
was and the GM’s birthday run it
was. Two incontrovertible facts. It
could be the number of paces he
decided to put into his run, and if
that surprises you, don’t forget
he’s not a very big chap.

Anyway, there we all were, part
of the vast majority who are not
plodding the bleak coasts of wet
Wales, gathering in the car park of
this not very SH3 frequented
hostelry. A few warm words of
welcome from an amiable landlord
who even remarked on how nice it

towards the A3, is a back check,
successfully turning the pack inside
out. At least it put the front
running twit who actually went up
to the check to the back where he
rightfully belonged. Still along the
valley. An abundance of Tesco’s
best everywhere, on the ground, on
trees, on posts; an abundance of
horse shit, on the ground, on my
shoes; bullshit everywhere.

A mile of steady progress gets us
to the check at Lower Eashing with
the confusing options of left or
right. Right it is, with some
pleasing indications that Popeye
has gone left, and over the A3.
And so begins the gruelling one
mile run back up the other side. A
swing towards Peper Harow and a
back check allows the back runners,
astutely lead by Taco Bell, to leap
a 5-bar gate and charge across an
open meadow in time to catch up
with the FRB’s. Through Norney,

So, on the dot of the traditional
10.29.08 the acting GM called the
pack to heel, thereby making Lord
Raleigh 11’08” late not, as he
claimed, a full 12’, and off we set.
Up a blacktop path to the outskirts
of Hurtmore - or maybe it was the
throbbing centre of that
metropolis. A swing to the right
and we are soon into wilderness,
skirting the golf course and down
into the valley, the first couple of
checks quickly resolved. At the
third check, the mysteries of
hashing suddenly become clear to
Puffer when it is explained to him
that the blob of flour he has
discovered on the ground indicate
that this is the right direction and
that he would gain considerable
kudos from fellow hashers if he
now said ‘ On On’ in a loud voice.
Along the valley, the roar of the
unseen A3 to the right, the unseen
River Wey to the left.

The next check swinging up

such as it be, under the A3 and
there we have it.

Yes, that was it, all back in 45
minutes except for Kaffir who,
never having any sense of direction
or distance, took his party off
somewhere obscure and Piercy who
went off to pick flowers. Shows
how exciting it all was. Somebody
was actually overheard talking
about the weather. JM Low Profile
made a jolly good job of acting as
GM and called the Birthday Boy in
for the obligatory Down Down,
suggesting that the length of the
run was in some way associated
with the physical stature of the
GM. It certainly took Shagger
nearly as long to down his Down
Down as it did us to do the run
thereby upsetting his scheme to lay
a short run so we would have more
pub time to buy him birthday
drinks.

RA Popeye, despite having

completed the run via
Charterhouse, managed to drag up
a few sinners, Eric the R for past
sins; Fish & Chips for recklessly
driving along the A3 at 51½ mph;
Lord Lucan for being there; the
new recruit so he could have his
fair share of the beer; Dissa for
something; Ear Trumpet for being
old and Chunderous for not being
able to count up to his age.

Now the good news. For all of
you that feel cheated of a good run
this week, Kaffir has promised to
make up for it next week with
some extra miles, and miles.

Tosser

MESSAGE TO TRAILMASTERS:
NEVER ALLOW A TRAIL ON THE

HARE’S BIRTHDAY!
Date 16-Jun-02

Hare Shagger

Venue Hurtmore

On On The Squirrel



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF

sh3onsec@bigfoot.com
www.bigfoot.com/~sh3onsec

Directions:

Take A24 south from Dorking.  At the second roundabout take
the A29 (sp. Bognor Regis).  Stay on A29 for about 2 miles,
until you get to Ockley.  Just after the Red Lion, there is a
phone booth, then a turning into the car park of the Inn on the
Green (large car park).  Please park towards the rear of
the car park.
The hare promises a run of regular length. Hmmm....

Run 1419

Date 23-Jun-02

Hare Kaffir

Venue  Ockley

On On The Inn on the Green

SSA New ??, Old  143 E1

OS (187) 148404
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1420 30-Jun Tim Walters Blackheath

1421 07-Jul Nikki Clarke TBA

1422 14-Jul Gibber TBA

1423 21-Jul Tosser Bagshott

1424 28-Jul GlassC,Sister Anna All in due course...

1425 04-Aug Ever-Ready TBA

1426 11-Aug Clever Trevor CT-Assembly room

Receding Hareline:

POLESDEN LACY ON WEDNESDAYS

This coming Wednesday, and the next (only 2
weeks of Polesden these days!) - June 19th, 26th.
- there will be music at Polesden  Lacy, Shake-
speare, you name it.
“Me and My Gal” this coming Wednesday, 19th
June; Love’s Labours Lost - 26th.
The plan is to picnic on the lawn in front of Poles-
den Lacy at 6 pm for 6.30. You will need food,
drink, something to sit on, and appropriate enthusi-
asm - the usual hash atmosphere in other words.
See you there!

GM'S JUBILEE PUB CRAWL
SATURDAY 22ND JUNE

ALL INVITED
Trail will be marked from Godalming BR
station and will start at 4.30pm (after my
release from custody!!!!).
Ends up with BBQ at the Red Lion, Portsmouth
Road, Milford at around 8.30pm.  Transport
will be arranged from Godalming centre (OAPs
please bring bus passes)!

OnOn Shagger


